FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

JUMP® Paris announces new Crossline Luggage Collection for the US Market in 2017!

Launched earlier this year in Europe, it has been extremely successful!

Crossline, is a durable expandable luggage collection made of 100% virgin polycarbonate that maintains its vibrant color even when scratched. Designed with dual spinner wheels for added stability. The cases include dual-coil anti-theft zippers for added security and a durable water resistant polyester lining. Featured in the following sizes: 21” Carry-on Case with 1.5” of depth expansion, 24” Packing Case with 2.0” of depth expansion and 28” Packing Case with 2.5” of depth expansion. Retail prices will range from $195.00 for the carry-on to $265.00 for the large case. Available in three colors for the U.S. market: Blue, Champagne and Red.

Crossline supports the JUMP® Paris mission of producing luggage in fashion colors with sleek designs and current technology. Like its sister collections, Cassis, Nice and Uppsala, Crossline is made with innovative materials, that make each piece a distinctive fashion accessory.

JUMP® Paris is exclusively distributed in the US by the (NLDA) National Luggage Dealer's Association's Mosaic Travel World division. JUMP® products are now available in over 140 specialty retail stores across the United States.

See all the Jump Paris collections at www.jumpparis.com or www.mosaictravelworld.com. For more information on the brand or becoming a Jump dealer, please contact scott@nlda.com
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2. Crossline 21” Carry-on Spinners make a splash in Blue, Champaign and Red